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ACCELERATE YOUR SAP 
TRANSFORMATION. WITH 
MINFY. 
Go with the knowledgeable

If familiarity with the SAP landscape is a critical input, then you will find an able and 

knowledgeable partner in Minfy. Lift or shift, innovate, automate or modernise, our 

SMEs can accelerate the process and ensure guaranteed optimisation of costs.   



Cost optimization

Focused and committed to providing cost optimized 

architecture, professional services and managed services 

SAP License Optimization

Invest in only what you need. You need to buy only the 

required licenses as per the business process requirements. 

We also additionally help customers in reducing the license 

cost through Applications Modernization and DevOps 

practices.

Specialty skills

Our basket of expertise covers multiple ERPs and we are 

known in the industry for meticulous planning, strategy and 

delivery efficiencies. Our deep dive domain knowledge is our 

priceless ingredient.

Extensive experience

We have a proven track record of SAP consulting including 

installation, upgrading and migrations

WHAT SETS US APART



Areas we address

WE ENABLE

Digital Transformation

Business Continuity

High Availability

Disaster Recovery

WE ENSURE

Performance

Accessibility

Cost optimisation

Scalability

Security

WE CATALYSE

Faster  innovation

Analytics at a scale

Increase work productivity

Future-proof operations

WHY MINFY



1. Making a sound business decision 

SAP is the supporting pillar for your business. When you contemplate change or 

transformation in the SAP space, the fundamental shift from on prem to cloud 

should be a smartly planned and deftly provisioned exercise. How you analyse 

your needs and invest in technology infrastructure holds the key. Goes without 

saying that investments on the cloud will impact your agility, efficiency and 

innovativeness. But you need a partner who has the expertise and is willing to go 

with you right through the way. In Minfy you will find an ideal partner who is 

committed to making your move to the cloud a sound business decision. 

2. Tailored responses

SAP requirements in the cloud vary. Common to all of them is the integrated 

expertise of SAP plus its intersection with cloud technology. For instance, a joint 

IDC/SAP survey indicates that companies, which are in the process of migration, 

struggle with the following issues:

Complex legacy landscapes 60%

High customization requirements 59%

Unclean master data
51%

Lessons we know



Lower TCO

Benefit from the economies of scale and efficiencies provided by 

AWS. Pay for only the compute, storage, and other resources you 

use. Savings of up to 71% compared to running SAP systems on 

premises

Agility and speed

Provision new infrastructure and SAP systems in minutes compared 

to waiting weeks or months to procure and deploy traditional 

infrastructure.

Stop guessing 

Eliminate guesswork on your SAP infrastructure capacity needs. 

With AWS you can access as much or as little capacity as you need, 

and scale up and down as required in only a few minutes

Replace CapEx with OpEx

Start an SAP implementation or project on AWS without any upfront 

cost or commitment for compute, storage, or network infrastructure

Flexibility

The AWS Cloud supports standard Windows Server, SUSE Linux 

Enterprise Server, and Red Hat Enterprise Linux, providing many 

options for installing SAP solutions

3. Benefit running SAP on  AWS 

In Minfy you have a partner who understands the landscape. We 
view every requirement as one which demands a tailored response. 

We offer a suite of SAP services.



Migrations 

to AWS Cloud

50+ HANAHANA

We are the first public cloud 
company to achieve this milestone

SAP with Minfy 

EXPERIENCE

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

SKILLS ENGAGEMENT

Design Thinking & Value 
Delivery with Innovation

Support from 
experienced SAP 
engineers & SAP 
Certified Personnel 

Right sizing using the 
combination of 
User-based, 
Throughput-based and 
T-Shirt methods

Over 5+ years of 
established portfolio

Hosting more than 50+ 
SAP/HANA customers

Complete SAP/HANA 
migration assistance

Complete DR solution 
with RTO/RPO 
Commitment

Shared Services Desk

Dedicated Services Desk 
- Dedicated SAP BASIS & 
HANA Administration 
team

24 x 7 system monitoring 
and support & 
BASIS/HANA Offshore 
and Onsite Support

Value

Quality 

On-Time

Lower TCO

Commitment



Our SAP services

Cloud assessment. Proof-of-concept. 
Migration & Managed Services.

Cloud Infrastructure Services

 OS AdminiPatching

 Backup & Recovery

 Network & Security

 Monitoring

SAP Hosting Services

 Cloud Infrastructure Services (above) plus SAP BASIS Services

 SAP BSSIS Administration

 SAP Installation / Operation

 SAP Updates / Patching

SAP Technical Services

 System Landscape Planning and Consulting Services

 SAP BASIS / HANA Services

 SAP Impementation Services

       Green Field (New implementation)

       Brownfield (Transformation of existing system)

 SAP Migration Services

 SAP Upgrade Services

 SAP Managed Services

 SAP Disaster Recovery Services



Does the provider have both AWS and 
SAP expertise?
Minfy  is a AWS SAP Competency 

Partner which certifies and recognizes 

it’s deep expertise to help customers 

implement, migrate, and manage SAP 

applications on AWS Cloud. This 

competency differentiates MinfyTech as 

an AWS Partner Network (APN) 

member providing specialized 

demonstrated technical proficiency and 

proven customer success with specific 

focus on SAP Workloads.

What about the experience?
Minfy is the first public cloud service 

provider partner to achieve the 50+ 

SAP HANA migrations milestone. This 

track record and experience enables it 

to support organizations in 

transforming their SAP environments to 

AWS Cloud with scale, speed, and 

agility. Besides, Minfy’s high-quality and 

cost-effective application services help 

enterprises integrate their SAP 

environment with other applications 

and derive true value out of the cloud.

Tools and frameworks, does the 
provider have them?
Myriad, Minfy’s Migration Factory 

Program, standardizes the SAP 

migration approach and helps 

enterprises with an accelerated 

migration of SAP workloads to AWS 

Cloud with scale, speed, agility and has 

the potential to reduce billing by 33%. In 

addition, Swayam, Minfy’s proprietary 

infrastructure management platform, 

facilitates on demand access to AWS 

features.

How to meet all the KPIs?
Minfy helps customers obtain a 

reasonably priced platform for SAP 

environments. It’s scalable solutions 

mean customers pay only for the 

services used and achieve cost control 

goals with reduced staff and low 

inventory costs. In addition, Minfy helps 

eliminate downtime associated with 

legacy systems with the effective 

application of technology and 

innovation.

Can the provider manage the services 
on an ongoing basis?
Implementing SAP or migrating the 

existing SAP environment to AWS 

Cloud is only half the job done. The 

other half involves the regular 

management and maintenance of the 

SAP environment and infrastructure, 

which can be time consuming, resource 

intensive, and tedious. While many 

partners can help with migration of SAP 

environments to AWS Cloud, only a few 

can offer the expertise of managing it on 

an ongoing basis. With its best-in-class 

Next Gen Managed Services, Minfy 

Your SAP checklist



does the heavy-lifting of the regular 

management and periodic optimization of 

the AWS infrastructure, and frees up 

critical resources to focus on the business 

priorities.

Do they have frameworks for cost 
savings?
Many enterprises want to simply migrate 

their existing SAP environments to AWS 

cloud without making any changes to 

their existing SAP environment or 

migrating the database associated with it 

to SAP HANA. And migrating the 

database to SAP HANA pushes up the 

overall costs since SAP HANA is 

expensive. However, very few partners 

offer the ability to migrate SAP 

environments to AWS cloud without the 

need to migrate the database to SAP 

HANA.  Minfy has the capabilities and 

expertise to lift-and-shift an existing SAP 

environment to AWS cloud without the 

need to migrate the associated database 

to SAP HANA. This allows enterprises to 

experience the power and convenience of 

the cloud, besides saving overall 

migration costs and improving the ROI.

Right advice? Right pathway? Right 
approach?
While migrating SAP workloads to AWS 

cloud, many enterprises would want to 

take the opportunity to undertake a 

greenfield or brownfield approach and 

rearchitect or replatform the application 

so as to get the best out of both the 

workload and the underlying cloud 

infrastructure. Hence, it is best to select a 

partner who has the capabilities to not 

only advise on the right course of action, 

but also implement it. Minfy  has a 

framework for various migration 

strategies (see image below) to advise 

enterprises on the best way forward and 

has the capability to migrate and 

implement SAP on AWS cloud using both 

greenfield and brownfield approaches.

Let’s start a conversation and our experts can help 
ensure a seamless migration of your SAP workloads.



ORISSA METALIKS
PRIVATE LIMITED

Our Customers



• Bionic 

•  Agile 

•  Always On, Always Available 

•  Multi-Industry Specialization 

•  Customized Method of Delivering Real Business Impact 

•  Complete Suite of Cloud Services & Solutions 

Minfy view finder



Our leading industry partnerships



Active customers

YoY Growth Rate   

India
Hyderabad, Bengaluru, 
Mumbai, Kolkata, New Delhi & NCR, Ahmedabad

APAC Regional
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

USA
Delaware

Industry leading partnerships

275+ highly qualified professionals operating from 
multiple facilities , 125+ AWS Certifications, 
AWS Foundational Certified Individuals 14 , 
AWS Technical Certified Individuals 53 , 
AWS Technical Certified Individuals - Pro or Specialty 21

600+ AWS accounts launched since inception, 10000+ 
Cloud Consulting Hrs, 

Cloud Training & Discovery Workshops

450+ Cloud Implementation & Migrations, 50+ SAP 
HANA migrations

2020 Consulting Partner of the Year

2020 Worldwide Public Sector award

2020 CRN Excellence award

2019 Differentiation Partner of the year

320

~100%

Offices 

25

Solid talent 

Premier status

100+

Pioneering 
strides

Recognitions 

 

Founded in 2016.   Today we are



Our Competencies

Certifications and Badges



Minfy Technologies Pvt Ltd

Survey No. 10, Divine 
Babylon Building,

Whitefields, Kondapur, Opp. 
Lane of Jayabheri Silicon 
Valley, Hyderabad-500084

India.

www.minfytech.com

sales@minfytech.com

+91 86888 18765


